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About the Franciscan Spiritual Center
For over twenty years, the programs and resources offered by the FSC have deepened the
contemplative spirit. We are rooted in Gospel values and the prophetic spirit of St.Francis
and St. Clare, and enriched by the contemplative wisdom of other religious traditions.

Our program offerings follow four themes from the witness of St. Francis and St. Clare of
Assisi:
Spirituality and Centering oneself in God’s Extravagant Love
Programs on peacemaking and interfaith connections
Spiritual leadership and the renewing of faith communities
Ways of simplicity and embracing creation
Living with open hearts, deep reverence for all creation and gentle compassion toward all
persons is essential in this very challenging time of a global pandemic and addressing racial
injustices. If you yearn for inner peace and greater resilience in the creation of a just and kind
society, if you long for assurance that you are loved and valuable, if you seek a community of
encouragement and engagement, we hope you will find the Franciscan community to be good
companions on your journey.
The Franciscan Spiritual Center is a sponsored ministry of the Sisters of St Francis of
Philadelphia who have had a ministry in the greater Portland area since 1943.
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Letter from the Director

A Good Day and the Many More to Come
On the days I drive to the Franciscan Spiritual Center and cross over the
Morrison Bridge, I keep a lookout to see if I can see Mt Hood. When I do,
I say to myself, “this is a good day.” I am thankful to see the beautiful, snowcapped mountain on my drive. It makes me happy that the clouds are not
obscuring the view and I can be stunned by God’s amazing creation.
Recently, I thought, Mt. Hood is always there. Same place as I come over the bridge. It is
there, I just can’t see it. A bit like life. Goodness, beauty, kindness are all around but often I
don’t see it as I am too focused on worry or fear or world trouble and only see the clouds. I
rejoice whenever I see Mt Hood. I am working on rejoicing or at least trusting in God’s
presence when all I see are clouds.
Our lives are marked by time and calendars. The minutes and hours of the day. The four
seasons. Special religious holidays like Christmas and Easter. Civic celebrations like July 4th or
Thanksgiving or our newest one, Juneteenth.
But during August, I aware of another calendar, the approaching school calendar, even though
I am not in school. There is something rooted in me that thinks September always brings new
beginnings. It is exciting but also filled with some anxious anticipation. Are we ready? Will
people find joy as they come to new programs? Will some new folks find this hidden gem in
Milwaukie? Will our auction and New Spark Leadership program be well attended? Will people
sign up for our NEW four months of Group Spiritual Direction?
You hold the key right now in your hands to some of these concerns. This Program Book offers
our clues to how you might go through each day with more peace, a sense of a Loving
Presence, and a joyous community of people on the journey. I hope you will join me in these
September beginnings –some of them will even be in person! How good it will be to see your
face! Until then, stay safe, notice beauty all around you, rest a little and look forward to some
new beginnings.

See you on Zoom. Thanks for your support!!
Franciscan Spiritual Center
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September Programs
Mindful Meditation
Members of our meditation groups are saying that they are finding peace, presence,
and community in our groups even though we are currently participating via Zoom. We
spend the first 15 minutes forming community through contemplative sharing and
listening. It’s also a time to discuss our approaches to meditation practice. The next
30 minutes are dedicated to silent, sitting meditation, bringing loving-kindness to
whatever arises within us (“non-judgmental observation”). We share again for the last
15 minutes after the meditation. All are welcome. A 6 week session begins every 7
weeks. Mark is also available for private meditation instruction for those who want to
learn more about technique and theory.
Dates: starting again Tuesdays September 7th & Thursdays September 9th
Time: 10:00am – 11pm (via Zoom)
Led by: Mark Lesniewski
Cost: $50 for series
Introductory Centering Prayer Workshop
Centering Prayer is a receptive method of silent prayer developed in 1981 by Trappist
Monk, Father Thomas Keating, in which we experience God's presence within us;
closer than breathing, closer than thinking, closer than consciousness itself. This
method of prayer is both a relationship with God and a discipline to foster that
relationship.
Date: Saturday September 11th (via Zoom)
Time: 9:30am - 1:00pm
With Zoom Follow-ups on September 18 & 25 9:30am - 11:00am and October 4 & 11
7:00pm - 8:30pm
Led by: Contemplative Outreach's Bertha Haas & Janis Carlson
Cost: $35 per person
An Altar in the World Book Discussion
In her beautiful book, “An Altar in the World” Barbara Brown Taylor teaches us to
encounter God in our ordinary lives, to discover the sacred in everyday activities, to
create human connection with everyone we meet and to recognize that every human
activity can lead to an experience of God. In eight weekly sessions we will: begin with
prayer and reflection, share our reactions and close with wisdom to consider in the
days to come. The book group will be held on zoom.
Dates: Mondays September 27—November 15 (via Zoom)
Time: 6:30—8:00pm
Facilitator: Terry Cappiello
Cost: $80 for series or $10 per session

Find us on Social Media
Just search:
Franciscan Spiritual Center

October Programs
Qigong for Sustaining Your Resiliency
Fall is a perfect time for going inside and realizing what we want to release. Perhaps it’s
sadness, anger, a relationship, job or activity that no longer serves your best interest.
Whether we want to release something inside or outside of ourselves, we need to look
within. Qigong is a mind body practice that supports relaxation, vitality, better decisionmaking and flow in one’s life. This practice comes from the Chinese health care tradition
and is a series of postures and movements supportive to overall well-being. It can be
described as “Mindfulness in Motion.” Join me for a seven-week series, for 90-minute
classes, that will focus on a “second set” of five elemental aspects of well-being through
meditation, movement and dialogue. The emphasis will be on practicing routines from
Holden Qigong that enhances your immune system through giving attention to
connections between mind, body and spirit. More specifically, this “second set” of Five
Elements (metal, water, wood, fire and earth) practice will be relaxing, while improving
energy. Greater understanding will be gained about the meaning of Whole Health and
together; we will contemplate honoring the body as the temple of Spirit.
Date: Tuesdays October 5th thru November 16th (via Zoom)
Time: 9:30-11am
Led by: Teddy Gardner
Cost: $140 for series
Pathways to Strength, Flexibility and Balance in Your Body and Your Life:
Yoga Movements and Breathing: This ancient practice, working body, mind and spirit,
can provide tools for you to manage mood and energy, to negotiate the challenges that
life brings. In this 2 hour workshop we will gently stretch what is tight, gently strengthen
what is weak, learn to move the breath and increase awareness. We will be seated in
chairs; no prior experience is required and all bodies are welcome.
Date: Tuesday October 12th (at the Center)
Time: 1:30-3:30pm
Led by: Cecily Hunt
Cost: $20 per person
Chair Yoga for Well-Being
NOW is a wonderful time to discover the many benefits of traditional yoga, helping you
develop strength, flexibility and balance in body, mind and spirit. We will be working
from the comfort and safety of a chair in this 60 minute class, which is right for EVERY
BODY. Reduces stress, calms the mind, creates peace. A new session begins every 7
weeks.
Dates: starts Wednesdays October 13th (via Zoom)
Time: 11:00am-12:00pm
Led by: Cecily Hunt
Cost: $50 per 6-week session
Franciscan Spiritual Center
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More October Programs
Artful Contemplation
Join us for 45 minutes of looking with the eyes of the heart and body as we pause and
take in some beautiful works of art from the Portland Art Museum's permanent
collection. We know that throughout time, people have had an opportunity to pause and
contemplate on the beauty and message of works of art, sometimes finding healing and
solace, and other times challenging and provoking new perspectives of life, in the simple
contemplative act of pausing and reflecting upon artistic objects. Portland Art Museum
Docent Brett Webb-Mitchell will guide the artful contemplations. Two or three images
will be chosen per week, for three weeks, in which we will gather and pause, lean in, and
look closely at the art work, and reflect upon the image, beauty, and power of the art.
Dates: October 7, 14, 21 (via Zoom)
Time: 4:00pm
Led by: Brett Webb-Mitchell
Cost: $10 per session
Living with a Franciscan Heart – Becoming a Person of Faith and Trust
Living with uncertainty… living with lack of control… living with unpredictability… Living
in 2021 has brought these realities home to our hearts and challenge our faith and trust.
Living with a Franciscan Heart gives us a way to grow as people of faith and trust as was
the case with the challenges Francis and Clare faced in their own lives. What do they
have to teach us for our times? What spiritual practices will sustain us? This mini retreat
will give us time to reflect on these invitations. We will meet October 15-18, 2021,
Friday – Monday daily from 10:00AM – 12 noon. Our time will include prayer, a
presentation, personal reflection and group sharing.
Date: October 15 – 18, 2021 (via Zoom)
Time: 10:00 – 12:00 each day Friday through Monday
Presenters: Connie Isgro, Terry Cappiello, Michelle Kroll, Sister Mary Jo Chaves
Cost: $100 for the series or $25/session
12 Celtic Practices for Seeking the Sacred – The Soul's Slow Ripening – An 8month online Faith Sharing & Retreat Experience
Beginning in October (and continuing through May, 2022) and using Christine Valters
Paintner's book, The Soul's Slow Ripening**, we will spend 2 hours each month diving
into understanding Celtic spirituality by experiencing it. Through shared discussion and
immersing ourselves in some of the practices shared in the book, we will better come to
know more about these ancient tools available to help us discern our spiritual paths. The
two hours will include shared reflections and sacred expressive activities including
journaling, meditative walking and SoulCollage®. ** Purchasing a copy of the book is
necessary.
Dates: 3rd Wednesday of the Month starting October 20th (via Zoom)
Time: 4-6pm
Led by: Val Hornburg
Cost: $150 for series
Franciscan Spiritual Center
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October & November Programs
Sacred Dance as Meditation, Prayer and Celebration
This workshop is a joyful experience sharing the life-giving sense of the importance of
Sacred Dance whose ritual movements can open the door to meditation, prayer and
celebration. Join us in the dance as a spiritual art form and see how sacred dance
speaks with the body to help connect with our spiritual truth.
Date: Thursday October 28th (at the Center)
Time: 1-3:30pm
Led by: Jane Rickenbaugh
Cost: sliding scale $25-50 per person
Honoring All Saints Day/Dia de los Muertos by Creating Personal Memorial Altars
Every year on November 1st, many Roman Catholics and other Christians around the
world observe All Saints Day. This day honors all the saints of the church and recognizes
the passing of loved ones. Dia de los Muertos is celebrated from October 31 to
November 2 and honors the dead with festivals and lively celebrations. This is a typically
Latin American custom that combines indigenous Aztec ritual with Catholicism. We’ll
explore these sacred days and learn how they intersect. Photos of altars from both
traditions will be shared. We will apply these traditions to our own lives by creating
personal memorial altars for our loved ones who have passed. In advance of the class whether in person or on zoom - please collect small items of memorabilia from a loved
one or loved ones that you would like to include in your personal altar. We will work on
these altars together during class.
Dates: Tuesday, October 26 - 3:00 to 4:30pm via Zoom. $20 (A supply list will be sent
out in advance of the class.) OR
Wednesday, October 27 - 1:00 to 3:00pm at the Center. $35 (Includes supplies)
Led by: Denise Andersen
Soul Collage Prayer Cards
Join me for an introduction or review of this no-fail form of prayer through creative
expression. Using simple materials and images from magazines or your own photos and
cards, we will create personal icon-like cards that can help us draw deeper wisdom from
our hearts and souls. There will be time to create cards, use them in reflection and/or
discernment as well as deep sharing within the group. No experience necessary.
***All materials supplied
Date: Thursday November 4th (at the Center)
Time: 9:30am-12pm
Led by: Val Hornburg
Cost: sliding scale $30-55 per person
Come Walk our Labyrinth
Everyone is welcome to come walk and pray on our labyrinth. If you
come with a friend, we ask that you practice social distancing. There
are also 4 benches in the gardens for you use. Check the website for
our occasional labyrinths walks. There is one on Sept. 2nd.

Song of Neptune
From the depths of the ocean and the sky come the vibrations that open, transform, and
heal. Neptune gong and other ancient instruments guide participants into a journey of
spiritual awakening and awareness. Please bring yoga mat, blanket, pillows for your
comfort.
Date: Tuesday November 9th (at the Center)
Time: 1:30-3:30pm
Led by: Cecily Hunt
Cost: $20 per person
Clare of Assisi: Woman of God For The 21st Century
Come! Befriend a holy woman of God, Clare of Assisi, follower of Francis, and the first
Franciscan woman. Her life and writings offer wisdom, inspiration, beauty, and a form for
contemplation (gaze, consider, contemplate) for those who desire to deepen their
spiritual journey in today’s world.
Date: Wednesday November 10th (at the Center)
Time: 9:30am – 3:30pm
Led by: Sr. Loretta Schaff
Cost: sliding scale $55-85 per person
Grief and the Wisdom of Forgiveness
Grief is a natural process, a healthy response to the pain and stress of loss. Forgiveness is
a process that requires intention and effort – a purposeful letting go of demands and
expectations one makes on God, life, self or others as a condition for expressing love and
other positive attitudes. Often when grief is present, unforgiveness is also present
compounding our pain and inhibiting our inner peace.
In this workshop we will explore through discussion, guided meditations and other
exercises: the connection between grief and forgiveness; why we resist forgiveness and
how that resistance can compound grief; and the benefits of and reasons for forgiving.
This workshop experience will also highlight two forgiveness models: The Four Fold Path
and The Eight Steps to Freedom.
Date: Wednesday November 17th (via Zoom)
Times: 10-12, break for lunch, 1:30-3:30pm
Led by: Elizabeth Lewis
Cost: sliding scale $40-60 per person
Celebrate the Spirit of Thanksgiving with Artistic Expressions of Gratitude
Give thanks to God, who is good - whose loves endures forever.” Psalm 107:1 In this
season of thanksgiving, we’ll explore artistic expressions of gratitude. We’re all familiar
with gratitude journals which are an excellent spiritual practice. We’ll take a look at how
we can add art to a gratitude journal. We’ll also explore other artistic ways we can
express our gratitude from framed collages to hanging mobiles. These will be created
during class time. This is a wonderful way to move from the Thanksgiving holiday into the
Advent season.
Dates: Tuesday, November 30 - 3:00 to 4:30 via Zoom. $20 (A supply list will be sent out
in advance of the class.)
OR Wednesday, December 1, 1-3pm, at the Center. $35 per person (Includes supplies)
Led by: Denise Andersen

December Programs
Advent Quiet Day
God comes to us
God comes to us, where we are –
in between darkness and light,
stuck with lists and burdened with tasks.
God comes to us, as we are –
anxious and worried.
hopeful and blessed.
God comes to us

Wherever you are on this journey, the Advent-Christmas season provides a space to
receive the good news that we are not alone. Come for a Quiet Day retreat, a time with
silence and with other people to prepare our hearts to receive this miracle of Holy
presence. Bring a lunch and be guided in times of prayer, and silence and sharing. Let by
Larry Peacock and includes a copy of his book, The Living Nativity: Preparing for
Christmas with St. Francis.
Date: Thursday December 2nd (at the Center)
Time: 9:30-2pm
Led by: Rev. Larry Peacock
Cost: $30 per person
The 10 Commandments within Yoga: Spiritual Direction for Living from this Ancient Practice

A sage called Patanjali wrote down directions for following the yogic path to bliss
thousands of years ago in the Yoga Sutras. The Yamas and Niyamas, 5 moral disciplines
and 5 observations, provide a modern guide to ethical living. Discussion, journaling,
gentle movement and relaxed breathing will be part of this 2 hour workshop. We will be
seated in chairs; no prior experience is required and all bodies are welcome.
Date: Tuesday December 14th (at the Center)
Time: 1:30-3:30pm
Led by: Cecily Hunt
Cost: $20 per person
Franciscan Taize Service
Ready the way for the Lord! Join us for our Virtual Taizé Service on every first
Friday of the month, starting September 3rd, at 7PM for an evening of prayer,
music, and meditation. You can join us live via any of the following links:
FACEBOOK
YOUTUBE
Franciscan Spiritual Center
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Poetry Reading with Emmett Wheatfall & Friends
Last year's reading was so well received FSC looks to
offer another reading. Hosted by FSC Advisory Board
member and Oregon poet Emmett Wheatfall, two of
Oregon's finest poets will join him as featured readers
for the evening. FSC is proud to welcome Carolyn
Martin and Tom Hogan. All of our Franciscans and
friends are invited to another poetry reading.
Mark your calendar for this Zoom poetry reading.
Dates: Sunday October 10th
Time: 6pm
Led by: Emmett Wheatfall
Cost: $10 per person
Engaged Mysticism
The “Engaged Mysticism” group is a small group of people who are committed to
doing deep inner work, and supporting each other in the work, so that our
engagement in the external world is not driven by our compulsions.
Currently the group has openings for two people who are committed to deep inner
work, are willing to share deeply, listen non-judgmentally, and are familiar with
giving feedback without trying to fix problems or give advice. Some familiarity with
mystics and mysticism is preferable. An interview with the facilitator of the group is
required. If you are interested in joining this group, first watch this video:
https://youtu.be/2mROP49BeJc, then contact the group’s facilitator, Mark, to set
up an interview.

Come back & Come in

Our spiritual directors are meeting fully vaccinated persons inside our building with
masks or outside without masks. Non-vaccinated persons may also come back to the
Center to meet their Spiritual directors outside, keeping safe distance and mutually
deciding about wearing masks or not.
While we would love to welcome everyone inside, because Sr. Mary Jo
and others have compromised immune systems, the Center is not open to
non-vaccinated persons. We do not judge persons who make either
decision about vaccination and ask that conversations around Covid 19
vaccinations, if needed, focus on hospitality and safety.
We anticipate some programs may be in person at the Center and guidelines for group
gatherings will be established at that time.
Franciscan Spiritual Center
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Program Leaders
Rev. Denise Andersen is an ordained minister who has been leading Art and Spirit
Circles for 25 years while being a parish pastor in Milwaukie and Chicago. From large
rain gardens to tiny garden altars, she has been designing exterior sacred spaces for
three decades. She is an active retreat and workshop leader covering topics from
creative journaling to designing sacred spaces.
Terry Cappiello is a retired mental health counselor and college professor. She currently
is a certified yoga teacher with Living Yoga, a Portland nonprofit. She loves to hike,
travel, read, and practice yoga. Being in nature and practicing yoga are her avenues to
experience God's abundant love.
Teddy Gardner, M.Ed., PCC, WHE is a certified Executive Coach and Whole Health
Educator whose expertise with mindfulness based practices is woven into all aspects of
her business, Partnership-Works www.partnership-works.com. She is an insightful
coach and health educator who empowers others to embrace change as an ally for
personal and professional development. With a background in rehabilitation counseling
and over 10 years facilitating mindfulness-based practices, Teddy brings a diverse depth
of experience to her work. This program is based on teachings from Mindfulness Based
Stress Reduction.
Val Hornburg is a trained SoulCollage® and labyrinth facilitator and loves offering
retreat and creative expression experiences for people of all faiths. In love with all things
soul-filled and creative, Val companions people on their heart & soul journeys. She's a
Spiritual Director, SoulCollage® Facilitator and Labyrinth Facilitator, retreat & workshop
leader specializing in creative expression.
Cecily Hunt, MDes-CYT E500, is a yoga instructor who provides yoga therapy and
meditation for healing. She has been affiliated with cancer support centers, spirituality
centers, nature centers and community centers for the past 15 years, and since 2016 has
offered gong meditations/sound healing on Neptune gong and other ancient
instruments.
Mark Lesniewski Over the past 35 years Mark has been involved in peace and justice
movements in Portland, Denver, and Chicago. He has been in panel discussions on
Gandhian non-violence and the practice of “ahimsa,” which is to “do no harm,” and he
teaches meditation, mindfulness, and maitri (loving-kindness).
Elizabeth Lewis is a motivational speaker, personal development coach, grief support
specialist and spiritual counselor whose areas of expertise include resilience training,
forgiveness facilitation, healing art and writing, and trauma healing. Recognizing that
there is no “one-size-fits-all” path to wellness and a sense of wholeness, Elizabeth has
pursued extensive training and certifications in diverse approaches to resilience,
spirituality, healing and growth. Elizabeth also draws on her personal resilience and
experience in overcoming trauma to help her clients find their own best path to wellness.

Jane Rickenbaugh, a dancer and choreographer with an M.A. in Dance from Reed
College has taught at Clackamas Community College, Marylhurst University, Warner
Pacific College, Mt. Angel Abbey and the Monastery of Ascension in Idaho. She is
former president the Sacred Dance Guild and holds a certificate in Spiritual Direction
from Trinity Episcopal Cathedral in Portland where she has taught Sacred Dance for many
years. She has also taught and performed sacred dance in a variety of churches and
conferences.
Sr. Loretta Schaff is a Sister of St. Francis of Philadelphia. She is presently a spiritual
director, a retreat and contemplative circle facilitator, and a Spiritual Assistant to the
Secular Franciscan Order of the Pacific Northwest. She has been involved in retreats for
the Order of Friars Minor novices in California. She enjoys reading, walking, gardening,
music, being with nature and capturing its beauty with camera. She treasures her
experiences of three Assisi pilgrimages at which time, Clare of Assisi truly became an
enduring spiritual companion and a sister in faith.
Rev Dr. Brett Webb-Mitchell is an ordained Presbyterian Church (USA) pastor,
Benedictine oblate, docent at Portland Art Museum, a teacher, writer, speaker,
pilgrimage, LGBTQIA+ activist, dragon boat paddler, parent, grandparent, pet lover, and
in a partnered relationship with Christian Halstead. Currently, he is organizing pastor of
The Community of Pilgrims Presbyterian Fellowship in Portland, OR, and working with
Portsmouth Trinity Lutheran Church in N. Portland. He is also founder of the religious
non-profit School of the Pilgrim(www.schoolofthepilgrim.org), leading church groups on
pilgrimages here and abroad. He has authored ten books, the latest three books on
pilgrimage. He is currently writing a daily devotion, A Daily Devotion for Ordinary
Pilgrims on an Extraordinary Pilgrimage, and his memoir, Everyday Superman: A Gay
Critique on the Decline of American Christianity.
Emmett Wheatfall is a local author and current member of the FSC advisory board who
reads, writes, publishes, and performs poetry. Fernwood Press, an imprint of Barclay
Press has published 2 books of Emmett's poetry. His collection titled As Clean as a Bone
was published in May 2018 through Fernwood Press. As Clean as a Bone was a 2019 Eric
Hoffer Award Finalist as well as a da Vinci Eye award finalist. Our Scarlet Blue Wounds is
his latest collection and was published in November 2019. Our Scarlet Blue Wounds
examines poetically American “Exceptionalism” in light of today’s political, social, and
economic constructs.
Becoming a Person of PEACE
Our first online eCourse is now available. Becoming a Person of PEACE
is a seven session invitation to spiritual practices and reflections on
welcoming peace inside and living with peace to all one meets. You
may complete the eCourse on your own time schedule, but once you
register, you will receive a daily email with the information and videos
and resources.
https://franciscanspiritualcenter.podia.com/peace
Franciscan Spiritual Center
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Spiritual Direction Ministry
SPIRITUAL DIRECTION is at the core of our ministry and we accompany nearly 80
people each month in their relationship with the Divine. We are blessed to do this work
and invite you to call us to schedule an appointment at the Center or via Zoom. **

Additionally we offer:
Spiritual Direction Training– a well
respected 2 year program, begins 9/2022
Peer Supervision for current directors
Continuing education for directors
Coaching in contemplative practices
Spiritual Leadership Program
Spiritual Direction
Spiritual direction fosters an individual’s
personal, intimate relationship with God. It is companionship given to one person (the
directee) by another person (the director) which enables the directee to pay more
attention to the Holy One’s presence and activity in his or her life. By appointment only
and has sliding fee structure of $60-100 per hour

Spiritual Directors: Sr. Mary Jo Chaves, Sr. Theresa Lamkin, Mark Lesniewski,
Larry Peacock, Eileen Parfrey & Tom Welch
INDIVIDUAL Supervision for Spiritual Directors
Individual Supervision: For experienced spiritual directors who would like to participate
in individual supervision. The participant brings focused questions, reflections, and
verbatim as they relate to the practice of giving spiritual direction. The supervisor shares
their insights and questions to assist the director in understanding the director’s call to
the ministry of spiritual direction. By appointment only and has sliding fee structure of
$60-100 per hour. Leaders: Sr. Mary Jo Chaves, Mark Lesniewski
SPIRITUAL DIRECTION TRAINING PROGRAM
A 2-year training program, based on Franciscan values, begins September 2022. The
enrollment is open. We welcome your interest– email info@francisspctr.com for more
information.

Testimonial:
“Spiritual direction provides a unique yet common opportunity to open the closed place
for good.”

** Please be sure to check in with your spiritual director as the guidelines from the
CDC change often.
Franciscan Spiritual Center
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Spark: A Franciscan Leadership Program

Forming Soulful, Authentic and Resilient Leaders in
Uncertain Times
Is Spark for you?
Feeling stuck in the daily stress and busyness
and missing the joy and big picture of your
work?
Longing for spiritual practices that support
visionary and soulful leadership?
Looking for practical tools and supportive
relationships for an uncharted future?
Seeking new approaches to the people
problems you face every day?
Join us in weaving together your leadership and
spirituality!
www.francisspctr.com/spark

Group Spiritual Direction
Are you hungry for another kind of community?
A safe place to share your heart and soul journey with others?
Group Spiritual Direction may just be what you are looking for.
Group Spiritual Direction offers you a place and a community to talk
about your relationship with God in all the joys, questions and
challenges of life.
www.francisspctr.com/groupSD
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